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ENESCU

Prélude à l’unisson
A truly remarkable exercise in monodic virtuosity, showing 
how a single line – no harmony, no other musical material at all 
apart from ominously rumbling timpani – can carry and sustain 
a multi-dimensional musical drama in just a few minutes. The 
tradition of monody, or single voices, is the place from which 
Western music as we know it came; but, as well as reflecting the 
traditions of sacred chant that have run as a constant musical 
thread since the time of the early church, Enescu’s music is 
redolent of folk traditions that are carried, now as ever, by voices 
singing the same song together. There are plenty of examples 
of this collective monody everywhere you turn in our culture: 
every time ‘Happy Birthday’ is sung, football chants take over 
a stadium or anthems are struck up, we’re making our own 
version of Enescu’s collective unison. Not quite as artfully or as 
movingly as the Budapest Festival Orchestra tonight, of course, 
but the principle is the same!

BARTÓK

Music for Strings, Percussion and 
Celesta
I’ll never be able to dissociate That Scene in The Shining from this 
music: the way Stanley Kubrick cuts the images of Danny on his 
tricycle in the corridors of the Overlook Hotel to Bartók’s slow 
movement, until he stumbles upon Room 237 … even those 
numbers are enough to bring me out in a cold sweat! Other 
music that Kubrick has indelibly changed for all time, thanks to 
the multimedia brilliance of the way he uses it in his movies, 
includes the slow movement of Schubert’s E flat major Piano  
Trio, the sound of Barry Lyndon’s existential ennui and 
the march of history that engulfs him; Beethoven’s Ninth 
Symphony and Wendy Carlos’s magnificent synthesisation of 
it in A Clockwork Orange; and Johann Strauss II’s Blue Danube 
waltz, mercifully removed from the flowers and frippery of the 
New Year’s Day Concert in my imagination and eternally the 
soundtrack of dancing spacecraft instead. Thank you, Stanley!

MAHLER

Symphony No. 4
Ever thought about the words at the end of Mahler’s Fourth 
Symphony? They’re not only a child’s view of heaven, they’re a 
confrontation of the innocent and the grotesque, with Herod 
slaughtering lambs and St Luke murdering the oxen. There is 
a guileless cruelty in the text and a razor’s edge of sarcasm 
in Mahler’s music, if only we can hear it. The grotesque and 
the innocent have always gone together like a Stephen King 
novel (think of It and Pennywise, that Ur-clown of terror), 
or a Grimm Brothers fairy tale, as in Humperdinck’s opera 
Hansel and Gretel. The late Oliver Knussen’s Maurice Sendak 
operas, Where the Wild Things Are and Higglety Pigglety Pop!, 
do the same for the late 20th century. But if it’s all-round 
creepiness you’re after, the sense of innocence corrupted rather 
than simply juxtaposed with the grotesque and the surreal, 
Britten is the master: as in the ceremony of the childlike 
innocence of Miles and Flora which is horrifyingly drowned in 
every bar of his Henry James opera The Turn of the Screw.
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